BOOK NOOK: LGBTQ Books for Early Elementary (Pre K - 3rd Grade)

• 123: A Family Counting Book by Bonnie Combs
• 10,000 Dresses by Marcus Ewert
• A is for Activist by Innosanto Nagara
• ABC: A Family Alphabet Book by Bobbie Combs
• Adopting My Two Dads by Luca Panzini
• The Adventures of Little Miss Crazy Hair: The Girl with Curl by Christopher Garcia-Halenar and Alejandro Garcia-Halenar
• Albert the Confused Manatee by Christopher Straub
• And Tango Makes Three by Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell
• Antonio’s Card by Rigoberto Gonzalez
• Baby's First Words / Mis Primeras Palabras by Christiane Engel
• Best Best Colors: Los Mejores Colores by Eric Hoffman
• Bob The Ladybug: Bob’s New Pants by Tommy Starling
• The Boy with the Rainbow Heart Hardcover by William Mason
• The Boy Who Cried Fabulous by Leslea Newman
• The Bravest Knight Who Ever Lived by Daniel Errico and Ida M. Schouw Andreassen
• Call Me Tree / Llamame arbol by Maya Christina Gonzalez
• A Cat Like That by Shirley M Ringo and Glenda MacInnis
• The Christmas Truck by J.B. Blankenship
• Cookies and Cake & The Families We Make by Jennifer L. Egan
• A Crow of His Own by Megan Dowd Lambert
• The Daddy Book by Todd Parr
• Daddy, Papa, and Me by Leslea Newman
• Daddy's Roommate by Michael Willhoite
• Daddy's Wedding by Michael Willhoite
• The Different Dragon by Jennifer Bryan
• Donovan’s Big Day by Leslea Newman
• Every Child Deserves... by Philip McAdoo & family
• Families by Susan Kuklin
• The Family Book by Todd Parr
• A Family is a Family is a Family by Sara O'Leary
• Felicia's Favorite Story by Leslea Newman
• The Flower Girl Wore Celery by Meryl Gordon
• Gabrielle’s Gift by Lerone Landis
• A Girl Named Adam by Jordan Scavone
• Gordon the Giraffe by Bruce Brown and A. Shelton
• Heather Has Two Mommies by Leslea Newman
• Hugs of Three: My Daddies and Me by Dr. Stacey Bromberg and Dr. Joe Taravella
• Hugs of Three: My Mommies and Me by Dr. Stacey Bromberg and Dr. Joe Taravella
• I Am Loved Right Where I Am by Jason Galvez
• In Our Mothers’ House by Patricia Polacco
• Introducing Teddy by Jessica Walton
• It’s Okay to Be Different by Todd Parr
• Julián Is a Mermaid by Jessica Love
• King & King by Linda de Haan and Stern Nijland
• King & King and Family by Linda de Haan and Stern Nijland
• Made by Raffi by Craig Pomranz
• Meeting My Brother by Jennifer Dukoff
• Mini Mia and Her Darling Uncle by Pija Lindenbaum 2
• Molly's Family by Nancy Garden
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- *Momma Days, Mommy Days* by Isabella Moreno
- *The Mommy Book* by Todd Parr
- *Mommy, Mama, and Me* by Leslea Newman
- *Morris Micklewhite and the Tangerine Dress* by Christine Baldacchino and Isabelle Malenfant
- *My Princess Boy* by Cheryl Kilodavis
- *My Two Uncles & Me* by Jeff Rivera
- *My Two Uncles* by Judith Vigna
- *My Uncle's Wedding* by Eric Ross
- *Officer Helga Hedgehog Meets the New Neighbors* by Helena Lundström Erwin
- *Oliver Button is a Sissy* by Tomie DePaola
- *One of a Kind, Like Me/Único Como Yo* by Laurin Mayeno
- *Pecan Pie Baby* by Jacqueline Woodson
- *Peacock Among Pigeons* by Tyler Curry
- *Piccolo Uovo* by Francesca Pardi
- *Pickles + Ocho* by Dan Wellik
- *The Prince and The Treasure* by Jeffery A. Miles
- *Promised Land* by Adam Reynolds and Chaz Harris
- *Pugdog* by Andrea U'Ren
- *The Purim Superhero* by Elisabeth Kushner
- *Real Sisters Pretend* by Megan Dowd Lambert
- *Rumplepimple* by Suzanne DeWitt Hall
- *Sex is a Funny Word* by Cory Silverberg
- *The Sissy Duckling* by Harvey Fierstein
- *Snions, Stiraffes, and Frish... Hooray!* by Keith Douglas Toney and Albert Monroe Toney III
- *Snutt the Ift, An Intergalactic Love Story* by Helen Ward
- *Sparkle Boy* by Lesléa Newman
- *Square Zair Pair* by Jase Peeples
- *Stella Brings the Family* by Miriam B. Schiffer
- *The Story of Our Family* by Petra Thorn and Lisa Green
- *A Tale of Two Daddies* by Vanita Oelschlager
- *A Tale of Two Mommies* by Vanita Oelschlager
- *The Trouble with Babies* by Martha Freeman and Cat Bowman Smith
- *What Does A Princess Really Look Like? (Brave Like A Girl Series)* by Mark Loewen
- *What Makes a Baby* by Cory Silverberg
- *Who's in a Family?* by Robert Skutch
- *Wilhelmina Goes Wandering* by John - Manuel Andriote
- *Will You Love Me Still?* by Shirley M Ringo and Glenda MacInnis
- *William's Doll* by Charlotte Zolotow
- *Worm loves worm* by J. J. Austrian
- *Xander's Story* by Christopher J Garcia-Halenar and Alejandro M Garcia-Halenar
- *Zinnia and Dot* by Lisa Campbell Ernst
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